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Concepting topic selection

The topic selection process started by writing down 10 things that I like, 10 things I do not like, 
10 problems in the world, 10 problems in the world that won’t be solved and 10 problems I think 
would be solved if communication was better. Out of these fifty topics, I was asked to narrow them 
down to five and then choose one subject to go explore for the rest of the semester.  

five topics for investigation:
1_ most people are not educated about culture

2_ girls rely on body image and the television which can be unhealthy

3_ polar bears and pandas are becoming extinct

4_ people are eating unhealthy because they don’t have access to fresh food 

5_ people who do violent acts such as school shootings lack love

I CHOSE:

4_ people are eating unhealthy because they don’t have access to fresh food 

concepting // topic selection- 02

I chose this topic because I do a lot of grocery shopping with 
my mom and noticed the high price of produce and healthy 
items compared to frozen meals, it’s astounding. I also got 
inspiration from my project by helping my dad look after our 
vegetable garden at home. 

I’ve been living in San Francisco for the past eight months 
and noticed how limited space people have at home. I want to 
solve the problem and inform urban city residents that home 
gardening is possible. I can bring the country life to the city in 
a fun, easy and affordable way.

concepting // 01



concept exploration

The next stage after selecting an exciting topic, I had to start brainstorming to find a 
concept behind the whole idea. I had to create a brainstorming wall using two pairs of 
opposite words in order to explore deeper into the specificity of the topic. Doing this helped 
me find a problem that I could further explore and solve for the semester

The two opposing word pairs I chose for my topic was healthy vs unhealthy and urban vs 
rural. I explored and wrote down anything that came to mind associated with my topic and 
these words. At the end of the brainstorming process I came up with a numerous amount of 
fresh concepts that I could explore further. 

Three ideas came out of my vast array of brainstorming topics:
1_ a natural home, a healthy life: can I promote the idea of growing food at home to help 
people become more natural and to keep the weight off in addition to exercise?

2_ organic- all for one, one for all: how can growing food at home help our planet and our-
selves? A 2-for-1 deal. Can I grab people’s attention through the worry for our planet?

3_ a healthy alternative for city residents: many people who live in big cities live in small 
spaces with no garden. How can they live an organic life in urban life settings and better 
their health?

brainstorming wall (detail)

design brief

TOPIC & OBJECTIVE
Home gardening is easy, affordable and adaptable to any given city space. The brand 

promotes a healthy lifestyle for all ages at a fraction of the cost compared to urban city 
organic grocery stores. I want to encourage people to start growing at home, saving 
money, getting fit and eating fresher. 

AUDIENCE
My target audience include everyone, including busy moms, business dads, senior 

citizens, people with weight problems, health conscious people, low income residents 
and college dorm students. 

TONE
The tone of the project has a feeling of friendliness, comfort and ease. I want the 

brand to feel homey yet still maintain it’s seriousness through the careful consideration 
made through the brand’s logo, color palette and typography. The brand must remain 
sophisticated yet fun to reach my audience at a full potential. 

MESSAGES
City gardening is of ease, affordable and a way to live a healthier life by bringing 

the country to the city. It helps us stay active, intact with nature and helps us build a 
sense of pride. It provides fresh ingredients that can help weight and health issues, it’s 
affordable and suitable for any size home. 

APPLICATIONS USAGE
Poster series, narrative brochure, product for sale including a seed starting kit 

consisting of a how to start seed card, recipe cards, seed packets, a calendar and a 
pesticide spray followed by a brand event.

brainstorming wall
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brand development

POTENTIAL BRAND NAMES
The start of the brand development began with the name, since the project topic was on the less 
serious side but important, the name needed to be in power.  Some potential names: 
Urban Taste, Urban Organic, Urban Pure, Green Root, CosmoGreen, Grow, Seedling, Seed 
and One Seed.

name chosen: One Seed 

concepting // brand development- 05

AUDIENCE PERSONAS

say hello to the 
business woman

age: 35 years old

job: accountant 

income: $95,000

health profile
weight: 130 lbs

cholesterol level: mid-high, between  200 – 239

blood pressure level: 120/80, normal

_ business woman, mom of three
_ overweight teacher 
_ grocery store manager

For my One Seed audience, I had in mind to target everyone because I 
think everyone and all kinds of people can benefit from my brand. I did 
some research and narrowed my audience into three different groups. The 
three different groups represented people who would like my brand, who 
would maybe like my brand and people who wouldn’t be interested.

The first group that I formed are business people. These people are 
constantly at work, sitting at their desks all day. I want to target those moms 
and dads who have kids but spend all of their time engulfed in piles of 
paper. Sitting at work all day, microwaving meals can lead to a unhealthy 
lifestyle. With One Seed, I know for a fact, business people won’t have to go 
far to eat fresh and won’t have to spend tons of time cooking all day to eat 
nutritous meals. 

concepting // audience personas- 06

/ always looks at the nutrition labels but doesn’t know what is 
good or bad

/ very busy but wants to cook fresh for her kids because they 
are overweight

/ has to drive 45 minutes for fresh food because there is no 
community garden

/ likes to incorporate healthy items into her diet because
she sits at her desk 

/ considerate about food wastage because she is good with 
her money

/ sometimes works long hours in the day leaves no time for lunch

/ loves to keep active and on the move because her 
cholesterol level isn’t great

TRAITS 



say hello to the 
overweight teacher

age: 41 years old

job: school teacher

income: $45,000

health profile
weight: 160 lbs

cholesterol level: high, over 240

blood pressure level: 140/90, stage 1 high

say hello to the 
grocery manager

age: 55 years old

job: owner of an organic supermarket

income: $60,000

health profile
weight: 160 lbs

cholesterol level: mid-high, between 200 – 239

blood pressure level: 140/90, stage 1 high

The second group consists of those people who are overweight or 
those who simply suffer from weight or health related problems. I want 
to offer help to those people and encourage them to better their lives. 

One Seed offers information on how to plant, which essentially can 
become a way to get fit. A lot of people are overweight simply because 
they don’t eat healthy and they resort to fast food meals. My brand offers 
education on how to experiment with different tastes and flavors as well 
so those people can make a change in their lifestyle. 

This particular group targets overweight people who are on a tight 
budget, One Seed is considerate about being efficient with money when 
it comes to planting. I want to persuade this group that planting in fact 
saves money and you can eat healthier for a fraction of the price from the 
comfort of your own home.

The third group represents people who are store managers, those who 
use their livelihood to better their lives. This being said, some still do 
not utilize their store manager discounts and still spend money on pre-
packed box meals and frozen food.

I hope with One Seed, they can at least purchase produce from their 
store but still use the services my brands offer to start experimenting 
with cooking and trying new flavors. Maybe even develop a interest to 
take pride in growing at home.

A lot of people regardless of their profession, still suffer from health 
issues, the brand promotes healthy eating and fresh living primarily 
through home gardening but also through eating well. 

concepting // audience personas- 07 concepting // audience personas- 08

/ has a risk of heart disease because her health isn’t that great

/ doesn’t believe in “organic” because she doesn’t truly know 
it’s origin

/ has a nice backyard and porch area, which is nice for home 
gardening

/ gets her nutrition from pre-packaged Lean Cuisines because 
it’s quick 

/ always looks for the cheapest items at the grocery store because 
paying the bills matters more

/ slightly picky eater but isn’t afraid to try new things, 
loves vegetables

/ willing to try any exercise to lose weight and reduce the risk of 
disease because her doctor told her she can live longer

TRAITS 
/ passionate about sales because it’s his livelihood

/ buys frozen & box meals because he gets a discount

/ has no garden or interest for home gardening because he is lazy

/ doesn’t know how to cook for himself, loves to eat only meat 

/ eats Subway on weekends which makes him feel healthy

/ lives close to a Farmers Market but never visits because his 
store has what he needs

/ very bitter about competition with his store because that is
a loss for him

TRAITS 
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using existing typeface: 
Mensch
Jandra Script 
Archer

identity formation // preliminary stage- 10

My vision for the logo was to create something simple and memorable. Since I already 
had in mind what I wanted my aesthetic to be like, I needed my logo to be something 
simple and versatile for all my upcoming deliverables. When designing, I kept in mind 
specific typefaces that I thought could work and icons that I thought could show the 
essence of my brand. 

preliminary stage
logo variations
typeface & color 
final logo
logo competition

identity formation

identity formation // 09
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icons associated with One Seed, the number “1” stood out to me the most

preliminary stage

identity formation // preliminary stage- 11

LOGO VARIATIONS

I tried other variations of the logo including color this time, I experimented with different 
typefaces and incorporated graphic elements. I still was not happy with what I was coming 
out with and my mind kept going back with the number “1” icon. 

logo sketches

identity formation // logo variations- 12



I chose a number “1” in Clarendon and altered 
its x-height to make the number proportionate, 
then reversed the plant shape out of it to create 
a reversal figure ground relationship. I was very 
happy with these colors and sought to choose this 
mark to refiner further. 

icon sketch refined

LOGO VARIATIONS

identity formation // logo variations- 13

Typeface & color

SEED 

SEED
SEED

SEED

SEED

I chose Deming as a my final font choice in yellow and 
for my icon, I liked it best in green.

identity formation// typeface & color- 14



With the final logo almost done, I wanted to make sure 
the logo was being read as “One Seed”, I knew that 
most people would overlook the one. I did a online 
survey for about 2 days and realized most people 
read it as “Seed One”. I had to re-think why that 
was happening and came to the conclusion that the 
yellow type was dominating the green icon. I decided 
to change the whole logo to green and solved my 
readability problem.

final logo: black and white final logo: color

final Logo

identity formation // final logo- 15

logo competition

One Seed brings gardening on more of an individual and personal level. It gives the 
opportunity for fresh food right in the comfort of your home. We give information 
that can better your health and provide demonstrations for easy fresh meals. One 
Seed also allows you to have a sense of pride in the ingredients you grow and gives 
you a choice to grow what you like. We also can provide information and help to get 
you started on your home garden no matter what kind of space you have and how big.

identity formation// typeface & color- 16
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application 
development

poster sketches

The posters were a challenge for me because this is was the start of my visual language 
through photography, typography and graphic elements. I had to carefully choose the right 
photos and apply a filter to them to produce the feeling I wanted to portray. These were 
the first trial run for the posters. My goal was to create a eye-catching call out and then 
have supporting text to inform the viewer about my brand. I also tied in the concept of 
persuasion as well to really entice my viewers into One Seed.

application development // poster sketches-18application development // 17



poster refinements

vegetable gardening at home is 
low maintenance and can fit any 
lifestyle so you can start to 

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

seed planting burns up to 162 cal-
ories & it’s more fun than running 
so start to

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

planting seeds at home can 
cut your grocery bill in half, 
so you can

After a taking a second look at my designs, I noticed some visual concerns that were obstructing 
the level of communication. I have three levels of text, different typefaces, overlays and color. I 
needed to sit back and refine my posters to be simple yet effective in communication. 

My second attempt at the posters came out much better because I focused on using all my 
elements lightly. The call out and the phrase was important because I used it as a enticing tool to 
persuade my audience and draw them in. I decided to use other shapes in addition to the triangle 
and differ the placement in the composition. I replaced some of my images with better compositions 
to capture the homey feel I was going for.

indoor vegetable gardening is 
low maintenance and can fit any 
lifestyle so you can start to 

little to no
effort & fresh
meals all day.

www.oneseed.com

it’s more fun 
than jogging 
& IT’S tastier.

seed planting burns up 
to 162 calories so,

www.oneseed.com

& that leaves
more money in
your wallet.

www.oneseed.com

planting seeds indoors can cut your 
grocery bill in half, so you can

application development // poster refinements- 19

final poster

vegetable gardening at home is 
low maintenance and can fit any 
lifestyle so you can start to 

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

seed planting burns up to 162 
calories & it’s more fun than 
running so start to

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com

planting seeds at home can 
cut your grocery bill in half, 
so you can

The final poster refinement stage went even further because I completely discarded the triangle 
shapes. I decided those shapes were a little harsh angled and gave my composition a strong 
diagonal which was distracting. I found out that the horizontal and vertical bars running off the 
page made way for a much better layout because the type was able to breath and stand out without 
tension. The posters marked the start of my aesthetic for One Seed, primarily focusing on color, 
type and imagery to successfully capture the essence of my brand.

application development // final poster- 20



one seed narrative

application development // One Seed Narrative- 21 application development // One Seed Narrative- 22

To kick off One Seed, I felt like it was important to display 
information to my audience through a booklet. I wanted 
to utilize the pages to inform about One Seed history, the 
benefits, which plants to plant, what to plant in, One Seed 
tips, and a One Seed favorite recipe. 

it starts with just one
www.oneseed.com

small space
gardening

bringing the country to the city One Seed at a time

one seed
at a time

planting
made easy
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one seed
history

The history of One Seed started when my family and I made the 
move from England to south United States. Living on the outskirts of 
London, our gardens were limiting. The move to America allowed us 
to utilize the space we were granted with and my father’s hobby for 
home gardening started here. Starting out small, only potting plants a 
few at a time, we were able to eat fresh produce weekly. 

Everyday my father would bring in delicious tomatoes, bright 
green peppers, healthy eggplants and much more. My mother would 
then incorporate these vegetables into heartwarming recipes. From 
fresh eggplant parmesan to a vegetarian stir-fry, my mother made 
sure our family ate healthy in a safe way.

Moving to San Francisco for graduate school, I noticed that the city 
is swarming with tall buildings and minute apartment style homes. I 
set out to see if I can merge the country I was familiar with in the 
south with the new city life I’ve encountered now. 

With One Seed, I created a way to bring home-style gardening 
into the lives of urban residents. The organization sets out to give 
people the opportunity and freedom from high price store produce 
to eat healthier. Fun and enjoyable for all ranging from busy moms 
and dads to seniors looking for a new hobby, One Seed works with 
everyone to enrich their lives and the lives of their children no matter 
how small the space is. 

It all starts with one.
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One Seed started with a good set of intentions that built from my 
southern home. The act of planting fresh food can result in a number 
of life changing things. Having fresh food from the comfort of your 
own home at a fraction of the price compared to grocery stores is 
something you will never give up. For example, my mother makes 
fresh pesto made from basil that grows just outside our porch, basil at 
the grocery store can cost you up to five dollars. 

One Seed promises to:

provide fresh and tasty ingredients for home-cooked meals

ensure new tastes and the introduction of flavors in cooking

help reduce the risk of heart disease & other health problems

cut the grocery bill in half by saving money on produce

reduce the amount of food waste

ensure food without harmful ingredients and growth enhancers

ensure a way to keep fit and active by planting

introduce a new hobby to seniors to keep them positive

be of ease for busy working adults

provide nutritious and fast options for students

be considerate of those residents with small spaces

provide you with a sense of pride and accomplishment

One Seed works with all kinds of people, the busy mom of three, the 
dad who stays late in his office, the 65-year old looking for something 
to do, the overweight teacher struggling to lose weight, whoever you 
may be, One Seed can help, it starts with you and it starts with one.

06.

one seed
plants

With One Seed, you can bring the country to the city with a few easy steps. It 
starts with the seeds, what to plant is important when thinking about the space 
you have at home. We recommend plants that grow in the shade and plants that 
grow in containers as opposed to the traditional ground procedure.

plants that do well in the shade:     
lettuce greens 
arugula (great for salad)
cress
broccoli
cauliflower
beets
peas
brussel sprouts
radishes
collards
swiss chard
spinach

plants that work well for urban spaces:
green pepper
zucchini
chilli pepper
onions
peas
carrots
potatoes
tomatoes
squash
cucumbers

plants that work well indoors include: 
everyday herbs (cilantro, chives, basil, oregano, rosemary, sage, dill)
lemon citrus plants
tomatoes
eggplant
beans

07. 
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JARS,
POTS,
planters

oh my!

One Seed provides all the information on the right habitats for your new 
plants. You want to make sure you get the right containers to utilize your limited 
space effectively without overcrowding. You can pretty much plant in any 
container as long as you sterilize it with soap and water. Trays, reusable grocery 
bags, soda bottles, all these work along with:

Mason jars work well for the herb plants, they can be kept indoors on a window 
pane which receives good sunlight. They run for $1 at the dollar store.

Hanging baskets work for tomato plants, these can be put indoors in sunlight or 
outside on the patio. They also look great and add life to the home.

Terracotta, clay or plastic pots work better than ceramic because they allow 
air and moisture to distribute through the soil keeping your plant healthy. Make 
sure your pots contain drainage holes to avoid clogged water.

Wooden planters can be built out of inexpensive scrap wood to create boxes for 
plants, these are square so they can ensure a nice fit for any space. 

One Seed suggests planting on patios where sun can reach the plants, outside 
and indoor window panes work well along with rooftops if thats available to 
you. Planting is limitless, very functional and accomodates any given space.

09. 10.

one seed
to’s & tips

One Seed promises that you get everything you need out of home gardening in 
the city, but most importantly fresh produce at a low price. 

Here are some tips to ensure successful planting:
plant vegetables that provide large quantities, for example, lettuce leaves

discover which plants need sun and which need shade

keep your plants watered daily

use only natural pesticides

freeze produce immediately so you can use it through the winter

choose a natural soil that has no added nutrients

you can make your own soil using compost and manure as a mix.

till your soil with a fork to loosen it up for your plant

use the One Seed calendar to mark the life cycles of your plants

use your space wisely by growing the same type of vegetable at different times.

Some plants don’t grow well next to each other:
potatoes-tomatoes, broccoli-tomatoes, beans-onions, carrot-dill, cucumber-potatoes.

One Seed tips for the gardener:
wear sunglasses, long pants and a hat
spray bug repellent to avoid bites
try to garden in the morning or late afternoon in the heat
drink plenty of water
take frequent breaks

smart
planting
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healthy
creamy slaw

One Seed Healthy Creamy Slaw

Ingredients:
2 carrots
1 cabbage
1 cup broccoli
2 jalapeños (depending on heat)
1 1/2 cups of light mayonnaise
1 cup light ranch dressing
1 tablespoon of lemon juice
1 teaspoon sugar
salt and pepper as desired

Process
1. peel the carrots and grate thinly
2. carefully wash the cabbage and cut into small pieces
3. roughly hop the broccoli 
4. de-seed the jalapeños and chop finely
5. combine the vegetables with the mayonnaise and the ranch dressing, 

mix thoroughly.
6. add the lemon juice, sugar, salt and pepper
7. mix again
8. ENJOY! with any side of meat or in delicious fish tacos

13. 14.

bringing the
country life

to the city

one seed
for you

Whether you are a busy mom, a dad who can’t make time for dinner, a 
grandmother who wants to find a new hobby or a college student new to 
the city. With One Seed, eating healthy in a quick and easy way is possible.

We supply all the important information and tips on how to start growing 
your own fresh food at home. From how it started, to which plants to grow, One 
Seed is here to help improve your life one seed at a time. We ensure that you 
never have to visit the produce aisle at the grocery store or waste gas to get 
to the nearest farmers market. 

One Seed wants to make sure we can bring the country life to your urban 
home, apartment or college dorm room. So start growing today and live a 
healthier, fresher lifestyle.



application development // One Seed Narrative 24

My visual language continued to 
grow from the end of the posters 
to the booklet. I alternated the 
colors and the placement of the 
colored bar to highlight important 
information. The use of icons and 
graphics also helped accent and 
highlight.

one seed narrative

application development // One Seed Narrative- 23



one seed NARRATIVE

The narrative booklet informed 
and supplied vital information 
in a pleasing and engaging way. 
The visual system definitely set 
the tone of for the rest of the 
project in a successful way.

application development // One Seed Narrative- 25

one seed PRODUCT

My brand has such a great opportunity to 
create something physical and something 
that can be potentially marketed. I had a 
vision of creating something that would 
give my audience a sense of ease for when 
they start their garden. The first thing that 
came to mind was a startup kit. Packed 
with tons of essential items, it is fit for 
any beginner gardener to start creating 
their home garden. I chose to contain my 
kit inside a wooden box with a plexi glass 
lid that can be essentially used like a mini 
greenhouse to start seeds indoors. 

the kit includes:
a wooden box
seed planting instructions
One Seed harvesting calendar
seed packets
recipe cards
plant makers
a homemade pesticide spray

application development // One Seed Product- 26



startup kit (front)

pesticide and plant markers

startup kit (back)

application development // One Seed Product- 27

seed packets (back)

seed packets (front)

seed packets (back)

application development // One Seed Product- 28



seeds and recipe cards

one seed folders

Everything in the kit has a purpose. I 
created an eye catching visual system 
that represented my aesthetic in its own 
way for each design. I created individual 
folders which kept the seed packet and the 
corresponding recipe card to provide an 
additonal design element and functionality 
to my project. My designs reamin consistent 
with color, typography, photography and 
graphic elements such as my icons and my 
rules which made my brand stronger and 
gave it an overall consistency.

The seed packets included graphics which 
were hand done. I represented them as 
silhouettes so they matched the icons I 
created in my narrative booklet. 

application development // One Seed Product- 29 application development // One Seed Product- 30



calendar

how-to instruction

Creating items that are functional 
for the gardener and items that made 
gardening easy was a goal I kept in 
mind for my kit. I wanted everything 
to make sense and be worth the price 
if this kit was really for sale. I want the 
gardener to find that home planting 
is enjoyable and low maintenance 
and this kit is the start of that, a start 
to a healthier life.

start up kit

application development // One Seed Product- 31 application development // One Seed Product- 32



detail

application development // One Seed Product-33

detail
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I created a One Seed workshop in an outside 
environment which captures my brand in a 
three dimensional setting because I felt like it 
was appropriate to vision something engaging 
and busy. I especially like this image because 
there are people doing things and engaging 
in the event. I like that there is activity going 
on and that it was a perfect image for me to 
incorporate my brand in a realistic way.

application development // One Seed Event- 36

one seed EVEnT

I created a One Seed event because the 
brand is perfect for hands on fun. A 
place where people of all ages could pay 
ten dollars and engage in activities with 
other people. 

The workshop would provide lessons on 
how to correctly start your seeds, you 
could bring your starter box or use any 
container you like. The employees would 
also provide teachings and information 
on how to plant and what to plant. There 
will also be live cooking demonstrations 
to show people how to cook with home 
grown fresh vegetables, cooking can 
now be healthy and experimental.

One Seed would provide all the materials 
and the workshop would be held every 
Saturday in a tent so its versatile for 
people’s schedules. 

application development // One Seed Event- 35



I chose this image because I especially like the 
foreground which is suitable enough for my event 
poster. It’s meant to be seen from afar and can 
guide someone into my event. I especially love 
the background because tents are set up with my 
brand and people are around which makes the 
workshop come alive. 

application development // One Seed Event- 37

I chose an outside the tent environment to show 
activity and chose to place my branding in 
the picture utilizing the signage options. Also 
rendering the tents makes it seem real, it also 
fits in with the 2 previous image, as if all these 
images were taken at the same place.

application development // One Seed Event- 38



With this image, I decided I wanted to get 
another shot inside the tent which included 
something that showed some activity. I felt 
like with the busy table and the sign, I could 
easily incorporate my brand to communicate 
my event better. 

application development // One Seed Event- 40

I decided that I to include a live cooking 
demonstration image in my event because 
I wanted to show my audience how to cook 
different dishes with fresh ingredients. I chose 
this picture because it included a cook and had 
enough opportunity to include my branding 
efficiently. I liked that it included part of a tent 
and a place for a banner to be hung. 

application development // One Seed Event- 39



project collection
One Seed credits

ONE SEED 
ALTOGETHER

With this image, I felt like I needed to incorporate 
the urban setting and display my brand. The 
large building in the background and the lamp 
post gives my brand some depth because it works 
with my concept and can alert the public at a 
much larger level.

application development // One Seed Event- 41 One Seed Altogether- 42



With this image, I wanted to show a urban 
setting with my brand. The large building 
in the background and the lamp post gives 
my brand some depth because it works 
with my concept and can alert the public 
at a much larger level.

One Seed Altogether // project collection- 43 One Seed Altogether // project collection- 44

project collection
detail



One Seed Altogether // project collection- 45

One Seed started with mine and my fathers love for home gardening. Upon seeing high prices in 
supermarkets and moving to San Francisco, I was able to mesh the county and the city together and 
create a brand that offers information on how urban city residents can easily grow at home. 

I created a brand around the concept of home gardening and applied my knowledge of logo design 
to create a mark that stands beautifully on its own. Icon and type based, the mark looks especially 
good on any item. My aesthetic grew out of my love of hipster design with unique typefaces and 
vintage color palettes. 

To accompany my logo and my brand, I designed a set of deliverables starting with a narrative 
booklet that displays important information and tips. Along with the booklet, I created a seed starter 
kit that offers essential items all for one low price to beginner gardeners. With the kit, they can easily 
get seeds going and then transfer and start growing at home, saving money, getting healthy and 
losing weight. Lastly, I created a workshop, open to all ages. It is a event that teaches, informs and 
demonstrates which is fun, enjoyable and engaging. 
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One Seed Seed Starter box
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detail

detail

The kit came to life with the addition of some 
fresh organic soil and some eggplant seeds. 
The plant marker makes it simple to organize 
and keep track of starter seeds. The how-to 
card lists a set of instructions step by step to 
successfully start the seeds correctly.
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PHOTO credit

posters

grow poster: http://emilyschultzphotography.tumblr.com/
plant poster: https://blog.forrent.com/apt_life/10-essential-gardening-tools-for-apartment-dwellers-2
save poster: http://www.etsy.com/listing/87073179/twenty-packets-of-heirloom-seeds-free?ref=sr_gallery_5&ga_ 

search_query=heirloom+seeds&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_ship_to=US&ga_search_type=all

narrative booklet

cover: livethemma.ikea.se 
page 1:livethemma.ikea.se
page 4: Hanisha Amin
page 5: www.cannellevanille.com/seasons
page 9: www.dearfriendrebekkaseale.blogspot.com/
page 12: www.dearfriendrebekkaseale.blogspot.com/
page 13: Hanisha Amin
page 16: www.cannellevanille.com

starter kit
how -to card: www.moonandtrees.tumblr.com
pesticide spray: http://pinterest.com/pin/95279348339447730/
calendar: www.thefreshexchangeblog.com

event
1: http://polkfyn.blogspot.com/2012/09/backyard-gardeners-festival-and-plant.html
2: www.durhamfarmersmarket.com/
3: https://trufflehound.wordpress.com
4: http://thefarmersfeast.me/page/4/
5: http://www.mvtriangleblog.com/?p=4044

it starts with just one

www.oneseed.com


